
CLASS weatherproof

The first outdoor home line Garlando foot-
ball table with a top glass. Balls remain
inside the playfield area and cannot be lost
or stolen if the table is available to a wide
public, matches are quieter.

Cabinet manufactured in 25 mm thick
water-proof plywood covered with plastic
laminate using a special water-proof glue
for perfect sealing. Aluminium edges.
Colour: blue with silver logo.

Squared 9 x 9 cm legs in metal covered
with silver water-proof washable powder-
varnish (fig.1).

Levellers enable a perfectly flat playing
field on uneven floors.

2,2mm thick high stress resistance steel
bars coated with anti-rust chromium-pla-
ting. On request 2,2mm thick telescopic
safety bars to ensure the greatest safety.
(fig.2).

Non-rotating goalkeeper (180 degrees) or
rotating goalkeeper (360 degrees) on choice.

Nylon bushes with stainless steel ball bea-
rings: they do not rust and allow high speed
action, smoother play and reduced wear
and tear.

Unbreakable moplen players moulded
onto the bars. Colour: red/blue.

Non-rotating goalkeeper (180 degrees)
or rotating goalkeeper (360 degrees) on
choice.

Bolts, nuts and screws with tropical anti-
rust treatment.

Playfield in water-resistant plywood cove-
red with plastic laminate using a special
water-proof glue for perfect sealing. White
lines silkscreen-printed with special water-
proof inks: they do not fade under the sun
and are not damaged by humidity (fig.3).

The cabinet is fully covered by a tempered
glass, which reduces the noise of the game
and makes any game preventing the balls
from coming out (fig.4).

Balls are introduced into the playing field
manually through a converyor (metal in
silver colour) placed on the cabinet side.

Plastic handles with ergonomic grip.

10 white Standard balls supplied.

Protection cover included.
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